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Introduction

The present paper owes its origin to an attempt to solve the problem of

Hurwitz in the case of the binary cubic form, viz., to find a set of formal

modular invariants of the binary cubic form such that all others could be

expressed as polynomials with integral coefficients with these as arguments.

In this attempt I have not yet been successful, but methods have been de-

veloped which will aid in the solution of the problem and which have resulted

in the solution of the similar, though less difficult problem of the determina-

tion of a fundamental system of formal modular seminvariants of the binary

cubic form, modulis 5 and 7. These methods are so general in their nature

that they could easily be used in the determination of a like system with

respect to any prime modulus greater than .three.

The problem of a fundamental system of the seminvariants of the cubic

here solved in the case of the moduli 5 and 7 has already been solved by

Dickson in the case of the modulus 5 and the methods which he used in that

case could no doubt have been used for its solution in other cases. What-

ever interest may attach to the present paper does not then lie in the fact

that a solution exists nor yet in the fundamental system exhibited, but in

whatever power or generality the methods used in the solution may have,

and in the fact, hitherto unknown, that in the case of the cubic the number

of members of a fundamental system is a function of the modulus instead

of being a constant as in the case of the quadratic.

The method of annihilators, fundamental in the classical tneory of invari-

antive concomitants, seems at first to be almost useless in the formal modular

case. This is due to the fact that not only are these annihilators not linear

but they are of an order which depends upon the modulus. Their com-

plexity does indeed make the computation of seminvariants and invariants

through their use very laborious in any except the simplest cases, but they

furnish simple proofs of general theorems of far reaching significance.

* Presented to the Society, October 30, 1920.
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A second method of importance is founded on the use of sums and products

of linear functions of the coefficients of the form. This method is peculiarly

adaptable to the modular in contrast to the algebraic ease. Although this

method has been previously used by Dickson and Hurwitz for the representa-

tion of certain invariants and seminvariants, in the present paper the inter-

esting fact appears that all non-algebraic seminvariants of the cubic for the

moduli considered can be easily and elegantly represented in this way, and

one is strongly tempted to generalize and to say that this is true of all formal

modular seminvariants, and to call this symmetric form their "natural" form.

In the algebraic theory many interesting developments have arisen from

the arrangement of seminvariants and invariants in descending powers of

the most advanced coefficient. An analogous method in the case of covariants

has been used with marked success in the papers of Glenn on the covariants

of binary forms. It is by the use of this method of leaders, now used so far

as I know for the first time in the case of formal modular seminvariants and

invariants, that the completeness of the system exhibited is proved. This

part of the paper will no doubt appear to the reader as to the author tedious

and awkward. The method of leaders is useful and elegant so long as it is

applied in a search for concomitants and in their classification, but there is

great need of more direct and powerful methods in the proofs of the com-

pleteness of systems.

In Section D, which is in the nature of a postscript to the paper, a funda-

mental system of protomorphic formal modular seminvariants is derived.

In the algebraic case the fundamental system of seminvariants has only four

members, in the formal modular case, modulo 5, this number is increased

to 12, and when the modulus is 7, to 20; in the case of higher moduli the

number is enormous. The protomorphs present a strong contrast; in the

algebraic case the number of protomorphs in a fundamental system is 3, and

by the addition to these three of the single seminvariant

p-i
ß = II (at + b) - a*-1 b - bp (modulo p)

we obtain a fundamental system of protomorphs for any prime greater than

three.
A.   General theorems

If a binary form

f(x, y) = a0xn + naxxn~ly + ■•• + any"   (»* 0, modulo p),

in which a0, ai, • • •, an are arbitrary variables, be transformed by the sub-

stitution
x = IX + mY,

0)
y = V X -r-m'Y
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( I, m, V, m! being integers, taken modulo p ) of determinant

11     m
D =

a binary n-ic form

results, in which

V m
^ 0 (modulo p),

Ao Xn + nAi X"-1 Y + ■■■ + AnYn

Ao=fd,n,

Ai = Zn_1 ma0 + • • •,

An =/(m, m').

A polynomial P ( a0, • • •, an ) for which

PiAo, ■■•, An) = Dx Pia¡¡, ai, ■ ■ ■ , an) (modulo p)

identically as to a0, • • • , a„ after the A's have been replaced by their values

in terms of the a's, under all transformations (1) is called a formal modular

invariant, modulo p, of /.    In like manner a polynomial

Q ia0, ai, a2, ■ ■ •, an)

which is unchanged, modulo p, by the transformation induced by all sub-

stitutions (in which t is integral)

x = X + tY,

¡57=      y

of determinant unity is called a formal modular seminvariant of fix, y)

modulo p. It is clear that all algebraic invariants and seminvariants are also

formal modular invariants and seminvariants. In this paper formal modular

seminvariants and invariants will be frequently referred to as formal semin-

variants and invariants, or simply as seminvariants and invariants.

Invariants of this type were first considered by Hurwitz.* L. E. Dicksont

in his Madison Colloquium Lectures first exhibited a fundamental system %

of formal invariants and seminvariants of the binary quadratic form, modulo p,

and a fundamental system of seminvariants of the binary cubic, modulo 5.

The object of the present paper is to derive a fundamental system of semin-

variants for the same cubic form and the same modulus 5 (practically identical

with the system of Dickson) by a different method and to apply the method

»Archiv der Mathematik und Physik  (3), vol. 5 (1903).

t The Madison Colloquium Lectures on Mathematics, pp. 40-53.

Î By a fundamental system is meant, as in the algebraic theory, a set of invariants (semin-

variants) So, — , Sr such that any invariant (seminvariant) can be expressed as a polynomial

P(So, •••,«,).
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to the case of the modulus 7.   The present method is general and in the

case of several of the seminvariants a general form will be given.

In the theory of formal modular concomitants weight is defined exactly

as in the algebraic case and plays the same prominent part. In the algebraic

theory a concomitant all of whose terms are of the same weight is said to

be isobaric and all concomitants which are not homogeneous and isobaric

can be expressed as the sums of concomitants which have these properties.

In like manner in the present theory a concomitant the weights of whose

terms are congruent to each other with respect to the modulus q is said to

be modularly isobaric, modulo q; concomitants of a binary form modulo p

which are not homogeneous and modularly isobaric with respect to the modulus

p — 1 can be expressed as sums of concomitants which have these properties.

In this paper we confine our attention to such seminvariants and invariants.

II.   An annihilator of formal seminvariants

Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition that F(a0, • • •, an), a

polynomial with integral coefficients, should be a formal seminvariant of the

binary form
a0 xn + nai xn_1 y + • •• + o« yn

is that QF = 0 modulo p, where 0 is the operator

where

fi = ao¿-f2ai¿+-.-+7u^1 —

and Qq is its qth iteration, while 1, p, 2p — 1, • • • have the common difference

p-1.
Proof.   If we apply to the given form the substitution]

x = X + tY,       y=Y (i + 0, modulo p)

we derive the equivalent substitutions

Ao = ao,

Ax = ax + aot,

Ai = a2 + 2oi t + a0t2,

n(n — 1)
A„ = an + nan-xt -\-g!-°"-2* + "*' + a°*"'
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where Ao, Ai, A2, • • ■, An are the coefficients in the transformed quantic.

Expanding FiA0,Ai, ■ • •, An) by Taylor's theorem* in powers of t and

reducing the powers of t higher than the ip — l)th by Fermat's theorem

(modulo p) we have

FiAo, Ai, ■■■, An) =■ Fia0, alt ••■, o„)

+ f\Q+Jl+'-')+''+t^1{(p-l)l+-")    (modulop).

Now a necessary and sufficient condition that FiAo, Ai, • • •, An) be inde-

pendent of t and so = F ( a0, «i, • • •, o» ) , modulo p, which it is when t m 0,

modulo p, is that dF/dt =. 0, modulo p, and we see that dF/dt = QF,

whence the theorem follows.

Remark. It will be evident that ñp F = p ! $ where í> is a polynomial

in ao, ai, • • • , a„ with integral coefficients. By the symbol ( tip/p ! ) F we

mean the polynomial <P, it being understood that the division by p ! has been

performed. Similar remarks apply to the other terms of 0. In the use

of this annihilator of formal modular seminvariants no reduction with

respect to the modulus is allowable until QF has been calculated without

such reduction. Practice in the use of this annihilator will aid in the

understanding of the proofs which follow and for this reason an example is

added.

Example.   To show that

K m - M - a2 bd + a2 c2 + ab2 c - c4 + be2 d + b2 d2 - ac<P

is a seminvariant, modulo 5, of the binary cubic,

ax3 + 36a;2 y + 3cxy2 + dy3.

In this case

and

0 = fí + 5l + 9!+---;

however since ß9 K, fi13 K, • • • = 0,

QK = UK +
5!

•Cf.: Ë. B. Elliott: Algebra of Quantics, p. 114. L. E. Dickson: These Transac-

tions, vol. 8 (1907), p. 209. O.E.Glenn: American Journal of Mathe-

matics, vol.. 37 (1915), p. 73.
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Mí = - 2aí>3 + 3a2 be - a3 d - 5ac2 d + 10b2 cd - 56c3,

— = - ac3 + í>3 d,

= - Qabc2 + Sab2 d + Sb3 c,
20

= - ab2 c + a2 bd + b* - a2 c2,

= - 3a26c + 2a&3 + a3d,
5!

whence QK = 0, mod 5.

Ill

Definition.    If a seminvariant S of the cubic

ax3 + 36a;2 y + Sexy2 + dy3

be arranged in descending powers of d thus,

S = S0dn + Sxdn-l+ ■•■ +Sn,

So dn is called the leading term of the seminvariant and So is called the leader

of the seminvariant.

Theorem. The leader of any seminvariant of the cubic is a seminvariant of

the quadratic when n ^ 0, modulo p and either a seminvariant of the quadratic-

or a constant when n = 0, modulo p.

Proof.

OS, + 3cnS0 + (    _ 1)t ( fi^1 So)

+»n£*n<a'"*> +zw^y^'s>) + - K + ••••
Since 0S must vanish identically, modulo p,

QSo = 0    ( modulo p ) ,

6Si = — 3ciiS0 — • • •    (modulo p),

which shows that S0 is a constant or a seminvariant of the quadratic

ax2 + 2bxy + cy2 [for it contains no terms involving d and is therefore annihi-

lated by 9 when ñ = a(d/db) + 2b(d/dc)]. If n + 0, modulo p, S0 can-

not be a constant for in that case 0S would involve a constant multiple of

cdn_1 and consequently 0S would not be congruent to zero, modulo p.
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If So is an algebraic seminvariant and hence annihilated by ß the second

congruence above reduces to 0Si = 0 (modulo p) when n = 0, modulo p,

and in this case Si is a seminvariant, considerations of homogeneity showing

us that it cannot be a constant.

IV
If the cubic

F = ax3 + 3bx2 y + Sexy2 + dy3

be changed into
F' = AX3 + WX2 Y + 3CXY2 + DY3

by the substitution
x = X+Y,       y = Y,

then

A= a,       B = b + a,       C = c + 26 + a,       D = d + 3c + 3b + a;

and the substitution

A-d,       D = a,       B = c,       C = - b,

is induced on the coefficients of F by

x = Y,       y = - X.

Any function of a, b, c, d which is invariant under the first of these substitu-

tions is a seminvariant of F, modulo p * for if

Fia, b, c, d) = Fia, b + a, c + 2b + a, d + 3c + 36 + o)  (modulo p) ,

repeating the substitution ( t — 1 ) times we have

Fia, b, c, d) = Fia, b + at, c + 2bt + at2, d + 3ct

+ 36<2 + a<3) (modulo p)   (t = 1, 2, 3, •••, p - l).

But these congruences simply state the truth of the condition that F ( o, 6,c ,d)

should be a seminvariant according to the definition given above.   All func-

tions of a, 6, c, d which are invariant under both sets of transformations are

invariants of F, modulo p.]

Dickson has given

F,ia,b,c,d) = ait3 - 3kt - j) +36(<2 - k) + 3ct + d

_ (/,*-0,l,2,-.-,p-l)

* This fact is, of course, well known; I introduce a proof of it here because it is funda-

mental for all that follows and because I do not know where in the literature of the subject

to refer the reader for a proof.

t Madison Colloquium Lectures, p. 49; these Transactions, vol. 8 (1907), pp. 207,

208.
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as typical linear polynomials such that

Ftia, b + a, c + 2b + a, d + 3c + 3b + a) = F,+iia, b, c, d).

It is easy to show that every linear polynomial having this property can be

obtained from the given one by a proper choice of j and k, or is a constant

multiple of one that can be so obtained.    Dickson has also given

a it2 - k) +2bt + c       and        at + b

as linear polynomials in a, b, c and a, b, respectively, with similar properties

and has pointed out that

hk = ft [ait3 -3U-J) +3bit* -k) + 3ct + d}   (j, k - 0, —,p - 1),
(=0

p-l

7* = IT {ait2 -k) +2bt + c] (*-0, •■-,?-1)

and

ß = II iat + b) = b" - a"-1 b (mod p) ,
(=0

are seminvariants.*   It is ohvious that

¿f[aif -3kt- j) +3bit2 - k) + 3c< + d, a(<2 - ifc) +2bt + c, at + b]

are also seminvariants, / being any polynomial in its arguments with integral

coefficients.

V

Theorem. The sum of the coefficients of the powers of t whose exponents are

congruent to zero, modulo p — 1, the exponent zero itself excepted, in the expansion

in powers of t of any polynomial in one or more of the functions iat3 + 3bt2

+ 3d + d ), i at? + 2bt + c ), ( at + b ) is a seminvariant of the cubic, modulo p.

Proof.   By Article IV

22 Piaf + 3bt2 + 3ct + d, at2 + 2bt + c, at + 6)
(=0

is a seminvariant of the cubic, modulo p. Now suppose P to be expanded

so that
P = So + Si <+•••+ Sn tn.

Then

ZP = ZSo + SiI:<+ ••• +SnI>.
(=0 (=0 <=0 (=0

Since

23 tr — 0, modulo p,
_ 1=0

* Madison Colloquium Lectures, pp. 43 and 49.
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when r = 0 and when r ^ O, modulo p — 1, and

p-i
52 tr = — 1, modulo p,
(=0

when r 4= 0, but is congruent to zero, modulo p — 1 * therefore

p-x

¿1 P = — (Sp-x + S2(p-i) + • • • )
(=0

which proves the theorem.

If we ascribe to t the weight 1 and to a, 6, c, d the weights 0, 1, 2, 3 re-

spectively, P is absolutely isobaric, and consequently Sp_i, S2(p_i), •••

differ in weight by multiples of p — 1.    Therefore

£p       and       (Sp_1 + S2(p_1)+ •••)
o

are modularly isobaric, modulo p — 1.

VI

Theorem. If any formal modular seminvariant S be operated upon with the

differential operators Q, F = a id/de) + 3bid/dd) and d/dd, formal modular

seminvariants result.

Proofs   S = 53 (ar b' c' du).   Since S is a seminvariant

£(a'6'c'd") s X>r(fc + a)'(c + 26 + a),(d + 3c + 36 + a)"}

( modulo p ).

Operating on this congruence successively with B, F, and d/dd we have

respectively

£ (sa*1 6*"1 c' d" + 2tar b'+1 c'"1 du + 3uar 6« ci+1 d""1)

= Xisa^1 (6 + o)*"1 (c + 26 + o) « (d + 3c + 36 + a)u

(1)
+ 2iar(6 + a)^(c + 26 + a)'"1 (d + 3c + 36 + a)u

+ 3uaT(b + a)« (c + 26 + a)(+1 (d + 3c + 36 + a)""1} (modulo p),

Ytlta*1 6« c'-1 d" + 3war 6«+1 c( d""1}

(2)        = E{<arfl(6 + a)>(c + 26 + a)i-1(d + 3c + 36 + a)«

+ 3uaT (6 + o)^1 (c + 26 + a)' (d + 3c + 36 + a)""1} ( modulo p),

* Glenn, these Transactions, vol. 20 (1919), p. 156. Vandiver, Annals of

Mathematics, ser. 2, vol. 18 (1916), p. 105.

t The proof as here given does not hold for terms in which one or more of r,<,t,it =0,

modulo v\ the reader will have no difficulty in extending the proof to such cases.
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and

J\uaT*b' c1 d"-1 = y^lua'ib + a)'ic + 2b + a)1 id + 3c

(3)
+ 36 + a)""1} (modulo p) .

The congruences (1), (2), and (3) demonstrate the truth of the theorem.

VII

Theorem.    In any seminvariant of the cubic imodulo p)

S = So dpq+r + Si dpq+^ + ■■■ + Srdpq + ■■• +Spq+r ip>r>0,q^0),

Sid'*-*-*-1, ••■,STdpq

all occur and the terms of highest weight in them are of the same absolute weight

as the term or terms of highest weight in S0 dpq+r.

Proof.   Let Ho, Hi, • • • , Hr be the terms of highest weight in So, Si,

• • ■, Sr respectively.

OS = (eS0)dPÏ+r + {3 ipq + r)cH0 + ß#i + terms of lower weight }dpq+r

+ {3 ipq + r - 1 ) cHi + fl#2 + terms of lower weight }dPÎ+r_1

+.

+ {3 ipq + 1 ) cHr-i + QHr + terms of lower weight}dp«

+.

Since
OS = 0 (modulo p),

equating the coefficients of d>î+r_1, • • • , dpq to zero, modulo p, and paying

attention to weights, we have:

weight of cH0 = weight of QHi, i.e., weight of H0 dvq+T

= weight of Hi d"**"-1,

weight of cHi = weight of UH2, i.e., weight of Hx dpq+r~1

= weight of H2dpq+r-2,

»

weight of cHr-i = weight of ÇlHT, i.e., weight of Hr-i dP4+1

= weight of Hrdpq,

whence we see that weight of H0 dpq+r = weight of HTdpq.

The existence of H0 necessitates the existence oí Hi, Hi, • • • , Hr.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 5
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VIII

Theorem.    The seminvariants whose leading terms are /3d8-1 ( q ¡S 1 ) , where

ß is the seminvariant

p-i
I (at + 6) = bp - a""1 6 (modulo p),

1=0

are sums of seminvariants whose leading terms are numerical multiples of

a2A(p-3)/2dî)        where       A = 62 - ac.

Proof.    In the identity

a(af + 26* + c)^2 (at3 + 3bt2 + 3ct + d)«

+ 2    (62 - ac)t +      ~ (at2 + 26< + c)p-2(ai3 + 36i2 + 3ci + d)«"1

= (a< + 6)(aí2 + 26í + c)p~1(ar3 + 3bt2 + 3cí + d)«"1 (?£1)

the coefficients of like powers of d on the two sides of the equality sign are

identical. Furthermore, the sum of the coefficients of <p_1, t2<-p~1), ■ ■ ■ in

the expansion of the first quantity on the left-hand side of the equality sign

is a seminvariant, by Article V above; also the sum of the coefficients of the

same powers of t in the expansion of the quantity on the right side is a semin-

variant, and the same must be true in the case of the second quantity on the

left-hand side in virtue of the identity. Let us call the seminvariants arising

from the first, second, and third of these quantities Si, S2, S3, respectively;

then Si + S2 = S3, modulo p. The coefficient of d« in S3 is evidently zero;

consequently the leading terms of Si and S2 differ only in sign. We propose

to prove in Lemma I that the leading term of Si is

- \a? A<p-3>/2 d" (?>1),

and it will then be clear that the leading term of S2 is

!a2A(P-3),2(,9 (fSSl)j

in Lemma II it will be shown that the leading term of S3 is

ßd*~l (5>1).

The proof of these two lemmas will complete the proof of the theorem.

Lemma I.    The leading term of Si is

- \a2A«"-3"2d« (?>i).

Proof.    The coefficient of d5, the highest power of d occurring in Si, is

simply the coefficient of i"-1 in a i at2 + 26< + c)p-2, and this coefficient is
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a times the coefficient of ip_1 in (af + 2bt + c)p~2. We must now calculate

this latter coefficient. Ascribing to t, a, b, c the same weights as previously,

(ai2 -f- 26< + c)p~2 is (absolutely) isobaric, weight 2p — 4. The term in

<p_1 is then kAps tp~1, k being a constant and Ap-% a homogeneous, (abso-

lutely) isobaric function of a, 6, c of weight p — 3. kAps is then a homo-

geneous, (absolutely) isobaric seminvariant of the quadratic and must be a

function of a and A only.* The only such function of a and A of degree p — 2

and weight p — 3 is fcaA(p_3)/2. As the coefficient of a6p_3 in the coefficient.

of i"-1 is (p - 2)2p"3,

k= (p-2)2p~3^ -2Ç- -J(modp).

The lemma is now proved.

Lemma II.    The leading term of S3 is ßdq-1.

Proof.   The coefficient of da_1, the highest power of d occurring in S3, is

the sum of the coefficients of P-1 and 22p-2 in

(at + b) (at2 + 2bt + c)p~1.

We propose to show that the sum of these coefficients is ß.

Consider the expansion

(at2 + 2bt + c)p = ap t2p + A! f^1 + ■ ■ ■ + Aptp + • • • + A2p-2.

Differentiating and dividing by 2p, we have

(af + 267. + c)"-1 (at + b) = ap <2p-x + 2p ~ 1 Ai i2»"2
¿p

+ ■ ■ ■ + \AV tp-1 + ■ ■ ■ +
Aip-i

Let us first determine Ap; this can be done by differentiating the next to last

identity p times, setting t = 0 and dividing by p!   To do this we proceed

as follows :
(a<2-(-26< + c)p = ap(t + a)p(t + y)p,

where _

6 + V62 - ac 6 - W - ac

a 'a

^ (af + 2bt + c)p = ap J ̂  [ (t + a)p (t + 7)p]

Applying Leibniz's theorem

^-p[(t + a)p(t + y)p}=p\(t + a)p + p2(        )+p\(t + y)p.

Setting t = 0 and multiplying by ap we have

* DicksoD, Madison Colloquium Lectures, p. 42 et seq.
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But

Therefore

^M2 + 2bt + c)p }     = plia" + yp)ap + p2 ap (        )

6"
«p+7p = 2-+p(

(ai2 + 26i + c)p = p!26" + p2(        ).

Dividing by pi, Ap = 26p, modulo p, and the coefficient of íp_1 in the second

expansion above, namely \AV = 6P, modulo p. It is immediately evident

that Ai = 2pap~l 6.    Therefore the coefficient of i2p_2, viz.,

2P - 1 ,
—~-Ax = — a"-1 o, modulo p.

Hence the lemma is proved.

IX. Seminvariants led by a

Theorem. Any seminvariant led by a is either a itself or has the same leading

term as a (50o)r, where r = l, and 5oo is the seminvariant obtained by setting

j = 0,k = 0inthe ô,* mentioned in Article IV.

Proof.    Let a seminvariant led by a be

S = ad" + ^1d«-1 +-h A„.

Operating on this with 0 we get a term 3çacd8-1, unless q = 0, modulo p.

Supposing for the moment that q ^ 0, modulo p, we see that another term

mus* occur in the result of the operation which is congruent to — 3qacdq~1,

modulo p, in order that the seminvariant may be annihilated. Such a term

could only come from — 3qbcdq~1. As this term must occur in the original

seminvariant it too is operated on by 0; operating on it we get a term

— Qqb2 dq~l, which could not be made to disappear in the attempted anni-

hilation as a corresponding term could not arise in the operation. Thus it

follows that S is not a seminvariant when q ^ 0, modulo p. A seminvariant

adq + • • • exists for every value of q such that q = 0, modulo p; when q = 0,

the seminvariant is a itself and when q = pr ( r =£ 1 ), it is a ( 50o)r •

X. Seminvariants led by yr

Let such a seminvariant be yr0 d" + • • • . In this seminvariant there is a

term cpT d"; operating on this with 0 we get iq ^ 0, mod p) 3gcpH_1 d"~l

and such a term could arise in the operation in no other way. Consequently

the supposed seminvariant cannot exist as it cannot be annihilated by 0.

When 5 = 0, mod p, a seminvariant yr0 dq exists for every such value of q,

but every such seminvariant must have the same leading term as yl ( 5oo )9lP

(?S0).
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XL   Seminvariants led by ayl

Let such a seminvariant be ay'0 dq + • • • . A term acpr dq appears in the

seminvariant. Operating with Q we get (q ^ 0, modulo p) 3qacpr+1 d5_1 and

another term must appear in the operation which will cancel with this if S is a

seminvariant. This term must come from a multiple of 6cpr+1 d4-1. There

must be another term of this sort in order that the seminvariant be anni-

hilated; this last could only come from a multiple of b2 cpr~1 dq, but the

existence of such a term would contradict the original hypothesis that the

coefficient of d4 in the seminvariant was divisible by a. Consequently, for

values of q not congruent to zero, modulo p, there exist no seminvariants

whose leading terms are ayl d9; for every value of q such that q as 0, modulo p,

there exists such a seminvariant, viz., ayl or ayl ( ô0o)pr, according as q = 0

or q = pr' (r' is 1 ). Accordingly any seminvariant ayl dq + • • • involving d

has as a leading term the same leading term as ayr0 ( 50o)pr.

XII.   Seminvariants whose leading terms are dq

A seminvariant dq + • • • must be annihilated if operated upon with 6.

If q 4- 0, modulo p, a term 3qcdq_1, which is not congruent to zero, modulo p,

appears in the result of the operation. As this term cannot be obained in

any other way dq -+- ■ • • cannot be annihilated and consequently is not a

seminvariant.

If q ss 0, modulo p, there exists a seminvariant dq + • • • for every value

of q, viz., (500)4/p. Thus we have shown that from S0o we can construct a

seminvariant with the same leading term as any existing seminvariant whose

leading term is d4.

B.   A fundamental system of formal seminvariants of the

CUBIC  MODULO  5

XIII.   Seminvariants led by a2; seminvariants led by ar (r S 3)

Seminvariants led by a2 are the algebraic seminvariants,

S3 = a2d - 3a6c + 263,

D = a2 a2 - 6a6cd + 463 d + 4ac3 - 362 c2,

and the formal modular seminvariants* ( modulo 5 ) :

* I have followed the notation of Dickson (Madison Colloquium Lectures, p. 52) because

his at and mine have the same leading term, and the leading term of my <rs differs only in

sign from that of his.
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<r6 m - Z (o<2 + 2bt + c)2 (ar3 + 36<2 + 3c< + d)3
<=o

■ a2d3 + (06c + 63) d2 + (62 c2 + 2ac3 + a2 b2 + 4oc3) d + 3o4 6

+ 2a2 6c2 + 2o63 c + 365 + 46c4,   mod 5,
4

<r6 = - Z (at2 + 26< + c)2(or3 + 36i2 + 3d + d)4
(=0

=h a2d4 + (3o6c + 363)d3 + (262 c2 + 3a3 c + 40c3 + 2o2 62)d2

+ (2o4 6 + 3o2 6c2 + 3a63 c + 265 + 6c4) d + c6 + 4o2 64 + 4a4 c2

4-o2c4+ 64c2+ a6,   mod 5.

Now multiplying these seminvariants whose leading terms are a2 d2, a2 d3,

and a2 d4 by ( S0o)r, we obtain seminvariants whose leading terms are a2 d1+6r,

a2 d2+5r, a2 d3+5r, a2 d^^ (rgl). We have thus constructed seminvariants

whose leading terms are a2 dq ( q =; 1 ) .

By multiplying these seminvariants by the proper power of a we can con-

struct a seminvariant whose leading term is a'dq, where t is any integer

greater than or equal to 2. We have thus shown that any seminvariant

led by o2 or any higher power of a has the same leading term as a seminvariant

which can be constructed from a, S3, D, a3, a6, and §oo•

XIV.   Seminvariants led by A'(rgl)

Seminvariants whose leading terms are Ad and Ad2 are

1  4
ff3 = öZ(ar3 + 36<2 + 3c< + d)3 = (62 - ac)d + 2a2 6 + 36c2,    mod 5,

•¿ (=0

and the invariant*

4

K m £ (at3 + 36i2 + 3d + d)4 + a4
(=0

= (62 - ac)d? + (6c2 - a26)d - 64 - c4 + a2c2 + o62c,    mod 5.

By multiplying A, <r3, and K by (50o)r we obtain seminvariants whose

leading terms are Ad5r, Ad5rfl, and Ad5r+2 ( r =S 1 ) . That no seminvariants

exist whose leading terms are Ad5r+3 and Ad5H"4 is evident from Article VII

above.

Aor3, AÍl , o-3 K, and X2 are seminvariants whose leading terms are A2 d,

* K as here given differs only in sign from the K given by Dickson: Madison Colloquium

Lectures, p. 51. Cf. also: Hurwitz, Archiv der Mathematik und Physik

(3), vol. 5 (1903), p. 25; Dickson, these Transactions, vol. 8 (1907), p. 221; ibid.,
vol. 10 (1909), p. 154, footnote; Dickson, Bulletin of the American Mathe-

matical Society, vol. 14 (1908), p. 316.
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A2 d2, A2d3, A2d4.    Multiplying these and A2 by (ô00)r we have semin-

variants whose leading terms are A2 d4 ( q i; 1 ) .

By multiplying these seminvariants by the proper power of A we have

(together with those just given) seminvariants whose leading terms are

Ar d4 where r is any integer greater than or equal to 2. We have thus shown

that any existing seminvariant led by any power of A, has the same leading

term as a seminvariant which can be constructed from A, os, K, and Soo.

XV.   Seminvariants led by arA* ( r, s ¡£ 1 )

Seminvariants with leading terms aAd, aAd2, aAd3, and aAd4 are* aos, aK,

i   «
Gi = 5 Z (af + 267. + c)3 (ar3 + 36i2 + 3d + d)3

- aAd3 + (a36 - a6c2)d2 + (2ac4 - a5 - a64 - a262c)d - b& + b*c

+ a4 be - 2ab3 c2 + 2a2 6c3,    mod 5,
1   4

°i ■ ô £ iaf + 267. + c)3 (ar3 + 36<2 + 3d + d)4
¿  1=0

= aAd4 + i2abc2 + 3a3b)d3 + (3a5 + 4ac4 + 3a262c + 3a64)d2

+ (6c6 - 65c - a4 6c + 2a63c2 + 3a26c3)d + (3c7 + 3a2 c5 + a62c4

+ 264 c3 + 4a6 62 + 3a66 + 2a3 62 c2 + a* c3 - a2 64 c) ,   mod 5.

From these by multiplying by powers of 50o and then by ar_1 A*-1 ( r, s i£ 2 )

we obtain seminvariants having the same leading terms as any seminvariant

led by any power of a multiplied by any power of A.

XVI.    Seminvariants led by aT A' ylß" (r,í,íg0; u s 1)

We have shown in Article VIII above how to express a seminvariant

ßdq_1 + • • • (a > 0) as the sum of seminvariants whose leading terms are

numerical multiples of a2 A(p-3)/2 dq. For the modulus 5 we may verify by

actual multiplication that

ß = 2(a2cr3 - AS,),   mod 5,

ßd+ ■■■ m a2K - AD, mod 5,

ßd2 + • • • = A(T5 — at?i, mod 5,

i8d3 + • • • = DK - A(r6, mod 5,

ßd* + ••• =asK - a2A5oo,    mod 5.

Multiplying these by (S0o)r (r = l), we obtain (together with those just

* 2gi — G + aäoo + sAjj + 3a3Sj, modulo 5, G being the invariant G of Madison Colloquium

Lectures, p. 50.
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given) seminvariants whose leading terms are ßd9 (ç==0). Multiplying

these by aT A* ylß"--1 (r, », iäO;uäl),we obtain seminvariants whose

leading terms are ar A' y\ ß" d9 ({SO). Thus we see that from a, A, S3,

0-3, D, K, <r6, o"6, 70, and Ö00 we can make up seminvariants having the same

leading terms as any seminvariant led by aT A* y'0 ß".

XVII.   Seminvariants led by ar y'0; seminvariants led by A* y'0;
SEMINVARIANTS   LED   BY  dr A* y'0

1. We have already treated the case of ar y'0 when r = 1 in XI above and

we have shown in XIII how to form seminvariants whose leading terms are

ar d9 (r=;2; g==l). Multiplying these by yl (Í ä 1) we have semin-

variants with the same leading terms as all seminvariants led by ar y'0.

2. We have shown in Article XIV how to construct seminvariants whose

leading terms are Ad5r', Ad5r'+1, Ad5r'+2, A* d« (r', q S 0; s S 2). Multi-

plying these by y'0 we construct seminvariants whose leading terms are

A* 7Ó d5r', A* 70 d5r'+1, A« y'0 d5r'+2, and A* y'0 d9. It is easy to show by the

use of Article VII that no seminvariants exist with leading terms A* y'0 d5r+3

and A* y'0 d&r'+i. Thus from A, a3, K, 70, and 50o we can make up semin-

variants with the same leading terms as any existing seminvariants led

by A' 7„.

3. We have shown in. Article XIV how to construct seminvariants with

the same leading terms as any existing seminvariants led by aT A* ( r, s S 1 ) .

Multiplying these by y\ we obtain seminvariants with the same leading

terms as any existing seminvariants led by aT A* y'g.

XVIII.   Proof that the twelve seminvariants o, A, 70, S3, D, a3, K,

0~i, Vo, <r7, Gx, AND 5oo form a fundamental system op the

cubic, modulo 5

We propose to prove this theorem by showing how actually to construct

from these twelve seminvariants any rational integral homogeneous modularly

isobaric (modulo 4) seminvariant of the cubic, modulo 5. It has been

shown in Article III that any seminvariant S of the cubic is of the form

S = (S0 + S1+ ••■ +Sn)dq+ ■■■,

where So, Si, ■ • •, S„ are seminvariants of the quadratic ( mod 5 ) or con-

stants. It is this seminvariant S so arranged that we propose to construct.

If one of So, Si, • • • , S„ is a constant, consideration of homogeneity shows

that all the others are constants and that S has the same leader as a power

of 5oo • Subtracting the proper numerical multiple of the proper power of 50o

from S we have a seminvariant which involves no higher power of d than

da_1.    If on the other hand S0, Si, • • • , Sn be seminvariants of the quadratic,
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each of them is a polynomial in a, A, ß, and 70 •    We now consider this case,

first when 0 m 0, modulo 5, and second, when g ^ 0, modulo 5.

(1) Whfn q = 0, modulo 5. The leader S0 + Si + • • • + S„ of the semin-

variant is a rational integral function of a, A, ß, y<¡; constructing it from

these and multiplying by (ôoo)4 (q = 5, 10, 15, • • • ), we construct from

a, A, ß, 7o, and S0o a seminvariant whose leading term is the same as that

of S. Subtracting this from S we have a seminvariant which involves no

power of d higher than d4-1.

(2) When g^O, modulo 5. If q is equal to or greater than 1 none of the

summands of the leader of S can be y'0 or ayl for reasons similar to those given

in Articles X and XI for the non-existence of seminvariants with these leaders

«SI).
We have shown in Articles XVI and XVII how to construct from a, Sj,

as, D, K, <Tb, <r6, Gi, and 50o seminvariants whose leading terms are ar A' y'0

ßu dq iq is 1 ; f S 1; r, s, u ranging over all integral values except ones which

will give the terms ayl dq and yl dq ). Then subtracting from S seminvariants

with the proper leaders made up from a, A, ya, S3, a3, D, K, as, o», G\,

and 5oo we obtain a seminvariant whose leading term is free from 70 •

We have shown in Articles VIII and XVI how to construct from a, A, S3,

a3, D, K, <rb, os, and S0o seminvariants whose leading terms are aT A*ßu dq

(r,äeO;üäl;}äl). Then subtracting from the remaining seminvariant

the proper seminvariants constructed from .a, A, S3, a3, D, K, ab, as, and 50o

we obtain a seminvariant whose leader is a polynomial in a and A. In Article

XVI we have shown how to construct from a, A, 6?i, as, K, a1, and 50o semin-

variants with the same leading terms as all seminvariants whose leaders are

ar A* (r, s =? 1 ). Subtracting as before, we obtain a seminvariant whose

leader is of the form Aam + BA'; the hypothesis of homogeneity shows

that if m = 1, B = 0; but no such seminvariant can exist (vide IX supra).

Therefore m is greater than 1 (if A is not zero). In Article XII we showed

how to construct from a, S3, D, and 800 seminvariants led by ar dq (r S 2) .

Subtracting as before we obtain a seminvariant whose leader is a numerical

multiple of A*. Directions for constructing from A, <r3, K, and 50o a semin-

variant with the same leader as any existing seminvariant with such a leader

have been given in Article XIII. Subtracting the proper seminvariant we

have at last a seminvariant whose leading term involves no power of d higher

than d4_1.

Thus we have shown that by subtracting from any rational integral homo-

geneous modularly isobaric seminvariant S a seminvariant which is a poly-

nomial in the thirteen seminvariants a, A, ß, 70, as, S3, D, K, o-s, as, <r-¡,

G\, and ô0o we may reduce S by at least one degree in d. By induction it

follows that S is a polynomial in these thirteen seminvariants. Reducing ß

by the identity of XVI we have the following
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Theorem. The twelve seminvariants a, A, 70, S3, D, a3, K, 05, o~t, 07,

Gx, and 800 are a fundamental system of seminvariants of the binary cubic formt

modulo 5.

C.     A  FUNDAMENTAL  SYSTEM   OF  SEMINVARIANTS   OF  THE  CUBIC,   MODULO  7

XIX. Seminvariants led by aT (r == 2)

The case of seminvariants led by a, modulo p, has been treated in Article

IX above. Seminvariants led by a2 are the algebraic seminvariants S3 and D,

and the formal modular seminvariants

1   6
Bx = - 5 £ (at3 + 36<2 + 3d + d)5 m a2 d3 + • • •    (mod 7),

O 1=0

6

Km - TJ (at3 + 36i2 + 3d + d)6 = a2 d4 + • • •    (mod 7) .
(=0

It follows from the theorem of Article VII that no seminvariants exist whose

leading terms are a2 d5 and a2 d6; seminvariants whose leading terms are

o2 d7r, a2 d7r+1, a2 d7H~2, a2 d7H~3, and a2 d7r+4 can be formed by the multiplica-

tion of the seminvariants S3, D, Bx, and K by the proper power of ôoo; but

the theorem of Article VII shows that no seminvariants exist whose leading

terms are a2 d7H"5 and a2 d7r+6 ( r s 1 ). Seminvariants whose leading terms

are a3 d9 (q = 1,2,3,4,5.6) are Í1S3, aD3, aBx, aK, and

6

B2= - Z (ai2 + 2bt + c)3iat3 + 36í2 + 3d + d)5 = a3 d5 + • • •    (mod 7) ,
(=0

6

B3 = - Z (at2 + 26i + c)3iat3 + 36¿2 + 3d + d)« = a3 d«-^-    (mod 7) .
(=0

Multiplying these and a3 by the proper power of 50o we have seminvariants

led by a3 d9 iq =% 7) and multiplying these by aT~3 (rg4) we have semin-

variants whose leading terms are ard4(r=^4; q =% 7).

We have thus shown that any existing seminvariant led by a or any higher

power of a has the same leading term as a seminvariant which can be con-

structed from a, S3, D, Bx, K, B2, B3, and S0o.

XX. Seminvariants led by A' (« == 1)

There is a seminvariant led by A for every power q of d such that q == 0,

modulo 7, viz., A ( 50o)r (rS 1 ). For other powers of d there exist no semin-

variants led by A.    For a seminvariant led by A would be

Ad« + ¿6c2 d«"1 + • • •
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and terms involving d4_1 after this is operated upon by Q are

3qAcdq~1 + Aac2 d4"1 + 4^462 cd"'1.

In order that the supposed seminvariant be annihilated the sum of the coef-

ficients of d4-1 must vanish, modulo 7.    This requires that

3g + AA = 0, modulo 7,

— 3q + A =0, modulo 7,

whence A = 0, modulo 7.    Applying the theorem of Article VII, we see

that no such seminvariants exist.

Seminvariants whose leading terms are A2d4 (q =5 1) are

Ci = - % ¿ (af + 2bt + c)2(af + 3bf + 3d + d)3 = A2 d + ■■■,
(=0

e

d = £ iaf + 2bt + cfiaf + 3bf + 3c< + d)4 - A2 d2 + • • • ,
(=0

6

Cs=      ï Z iaf + 2bt + c)2iaf + 3bf + 3d + d)5 ■ A2 d3 + • • • ,
i=0

e

C4 =     - Z (a* + 2bt + c)2 (ar3 + 36<2 + 3c< + d)6 = A2 d4 + • • • .
(=0

By multiplying these and A2 by the proper powers of 50o, we have semin-

variants whose leading terms are A2 d4(o = 1,2, 3, 4, modulo 7).    That

no seminvariants with the leading terms A2 d4 (a = 5, 6, modulo 7) exist

follows from the theorem of Article VII.

Seminvariants led by A3 are ACi, AC2, AC3, AC4, and

6

Cs = a3 B2 - X) iaf + 267 + c)6 (ar3 + 36T2 + 3c< + d)6 = A3 d6 + • • • ,

6

C6 = a3 B3 - E (af + 267 + c)6 iat3 + 3bf + 3d + d)6 = A3 d6 + • • • .
(=0

By multiplying these and A3 by A*-3 ( 50o ) ' we obtain seminvariants whose

leading terms are A* d4+7i («sS4; 7 = 1; g£l).

We have thus shown that any seminvariant led by A, A2, or any higher

power of A has the same leading term as a seminvariant which can be con-

structed from A, Ci, C2, C3, d, Cb, Ce, and S0o •

XXI.   Seminvariants led by ar A' (r, s =; 1)

Seminvariants with the leader aA exist for every power q of d such that

q = 0, modulo 7, viz., a A ( ô0o) ', ( t S 1 ). For other powers of d no semin-

variants led by aA exist.   For such a seminvariant would be
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czAd« + iAabc2 + Bb3c)d9~1 + ■■■

and the terms involving d8-1 after this is operated upon by 0 are

( 3qab2 c - 3qa2 c2 + Aa2 c2 + \Aab2 c + 3ßa62 c + 2564 ) d«"1,

whence
3g + 4A + 3B = 0, modulo 7,

- 3q +   A = 0, modulo 7,

2£ s 0, modulo 7,

wnence A = B = 0, modulo 7. This proves that no such seminvariants

exist.

Seminvariants whose leading terms are a2 Ad5 and a2 Ad6, aA2 d5 and oA2 d8

are
1   s

£1=JE(al! + 26* + c)4 (ai3 + 36<2 + 3d + d)5,

1   6
Ei = -ill (at2 + 26< + c)4 (at3 + 36i2 + 3d + d)6,

4 (=o

1   6
E3 = -jZ (a¿2 + 26¿ + c)5 (ar3 + 36í2 + 3d + d)6,

4 (=o

1   6
^4 = AH(at2 + 26i + c)6(af3 + 36i2 + 3d + d)6.

4 (=o

By multiplying these together with S3, D, K, Bx, Cx, C2, C3, and C4, by

proper powers of a, A, and 50o we may show that any seminvariant led by

ar A* has the same leading term as a seminvariant which can be constructed

from a, A, S3, D, Bx, K, Cx, C2, C3, C4, 5oo, Ex, E2, E3, and E4.

XXII.   Seminvariants led by ar A* y'0 jS" (r,j,i = 0; u == 1 )

We have shown in Article VIII above how to express ßdq~l ( q == 1 )

as the sum of seminvariants whose leading terms are numerical multiples of

a2 A(p-3"2 d*.    For the modulus 7

ßd +

ßd2 +

/3d3 +

/3d4 +

/3d6 +

/3d6 +

/3 = 4A2S3 + 3a2Ci,

= 2A2D + 5a2C2,

= 6A2_Bi + a2C3)

= A2X + 6a2C4,

= 3A£i + 4a£3,

= 5AE2 + 2a.E4,

= 6a2 A2 5oo + KC3.
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Proceeding as in the case of the modulus 5 we see that from a, A, 70, S3, D,

Bi, Ci, Ci, Cs, Ci, Ei, Et, E3, Ei, K, and 50o we can construct seminvariants

with the same leading terms as any seminvariant led by aT A* y'0 ß".

XXIII.   Seminvariants led by ar y'0; seminvariants led by A" y'0;

SEMINVARIANTS   LED  BY  aT A" 70

(1) This case may be treated exactly as was the case with seminvariants

modulo 5, led by ar y'0 (vide XVII : 1 supra) ; the reader will notice that

by Article VII no seminvariants exist whose leading terms are a2 yl db+',w

and 0? 70 d6+7"' (wSO).

(2) No seminvariants exist whose leaders are A7¿ with the exception of

A70 d7" + • ■ • is is 0) (and these have the same leading terms as A7J ( 50o)*),

for if such seminvariants existed they would be of the form

(Ac7< + terms of lower weight )d4

+ iAbc7t+2 + terms of lower weight )d4-1 + • • • .

Operating on this supposed seminvariant with 6 we obtain

{3oAc7m + Aacu+2 + (14r + 4) ^.62 c7í+1¡d4-1

+ (terms of lower weight)d4 + • • •

and as the sum of the terms of highest weight in the coefficient of d4-1 must be

congruent to zero, modulo 7, we have

3g+ (14r + 4)^ = 0, modulo 7,

— 3ff + A = 0, modulo 7,

whence ^4=0, modulo 7, and the non-existence of the supposed seminvariant

is proven, for by Article VII Abc7t+2 d4_1 must not be zero if the supposed

seminvariant exists.

C„ iv = 1,2,3,4) are seminvariants whose leading terms are numerical

multiples ofA2d4(g = l,2,3,4). Multiplication of these and A2 y'0 by

( ¿00 )w gives us seminvariants whose leading terms are A2 70 d7w+m ( w g 1 •

m = 0,1,2,3,4). The theorem of Article VII again proves the non-

existence of such seminvariants when m = 5 and 6. From the seminvariants

whose leading terms are A" d4 (« is 3; q = 1) already derived in Article XX

we can by multiplication by (S0o)n form seminvariants whose leading terms

are A' y'0dq is ^ 3; ¿ = 1; aÜ5l). We have thus shown how from A, 70,

C\, Ct, Cs, Ci, Cs, Cs, and S0o to construct a seminvariant with the same

leading term as any seminvariant led by A* y'0.

(3) There exists for every value of q such that q = 0, modulo 7, a semin-
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variant led by a A7Ó, viz., aAy'„ ( 50o)r (r = 1 ).    When q s^ 0, modulo 7, no

such seminvariant exists; for if there did it would be of the form

(aAc7t + terms of lower weight ) d"

+ (Aabclt+2 + B63c7i+1 + terms of lower weight )d9~1 + • • • .

The terms of highest weight in the coefficient of dq~l in the result of operating

with 0 are

3gaAe71+1 + Aa2 c7i+2 + ( 14« + 4 ) Aab2 c7i+1 + 3£a62 c7i+1 + ( 14J + 2 ) 564 c7i.

Setting this congruent to zero, modulo 7, and proceeding as before we obtain

inconsistent congruences in A and B.

We have shown in Article XXI how to construct from a, A, S3, D, Bi, K,

Ci, C2, C3, C\, Ex, E2, E3, E4, and 50o seminvariants whose leading terms

are ar A" d" (r, s IS. 2; g =? 1 ). Multiplying these by y'0 we have (together

with those given above) seminvariants with the same leading terms as any

seminvariants led by ar A" y'a.

XXIV

The reader will now have no difficulty in seeing that by the method of

Article XVIII it can be proved that the twenty seminvariants a, A, S3, 70, D,

K, Bx, B2, B3, Cx, C2, C3, C4, C5, Co, Ei, E2, E3, E\, and <5oo are a funda-

mental system of seminvariants of the cubic form, modulo 7.

That no one of these except 70 can be a polynomial in the others is evident

from the fact that if we so multiply sets of them as to obtain a certain leading

term in two ways the leader of the new seminvariant obtained by taking the

difference of the two has in the most favorable case a leader of higher degree

than the leader of any of the fundamental system except 70. Nor can the

difference of any two such seminvariants be 70, for every term in the leader

of the difference of two such seminvariants involves either a or 6, whereas

70 has a term involving neither a nor 6.

D.     A  FUNDAMENTAL   SYSTEM   OF   FORMAL  MODULAR   PROTOMORPHS   OF  THE

BINARY CUBIC,  MODULO  p

XXV

While one of the chief aims in the theory of algebraic seminvariants was the

isolation of sets of seminvariants called fundamental, in terms of which every

seminvariant could be expressed rationally and integrally, yet there have been

discovered interesting sets of protomorphic seminvariants or protomorphs

Px, P2, P3, • • ■, Pn such that any seminvariant S of the form under con-

sideration can be expressed in the form A\ P(Ax, A2, A3, • • •, An) where q
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is a positive, negative or zero integer and P is a polynomial with integral

coefficients in A i, A2, A3, • ■ • , A„ .

There is a corresponding theory of protomorphs in the formal modular

seminvariant theory which has additional interest in the case of the binary

cubic on account of the fact that while the number of members of a funda-

mental system of seminvariants of this form, modulo p, is a function of p,

the number of protomorphs in a fundamental system is constant for any prime

greater than 3. The set of protomorphs is also much simpler than the set of

seminvariants, for it has only four members, and all of these save one are

algebraic.

Theorem. The seminvariants a, A, S3, and ß form a set of protomorphs of

the binary cubic, modulo p.

Proof.   Since
62 - A

c = -,
a

Sj + 3a6c - 263 _ S3 + 63 - 36A
d - a2 a2 '

any seminvariant S of the cubic, modulo p, can be expressed as

Q/       7,         ^        *(      t,   b2~A   S3 + b* - 3bA\S(a,6,c,d)=Sla,6, —-—, -—^- 1

= F (a,-a,^j + a-« Gia,b, S3, A),

where G is a polynomial in its arguments and F includes all the terms of S

not involving 6 explicitly. Then G is divisible by 6 and hence by ß. Treating

the new seminvariant H = G/ß in like manner we see that S = a4 P, where

g is a positive, negative, or zero integer, and P is a polynomial in a, A, S3,

and ß.

Of the syzygies obtained, the following are examples, modulo 5 :

3<3 + AS3
as =-i-, modulo 5;

1
a1'

+ 3a4 S\ß + 3j3A5 + ß3 + 4a4,3A3 + 2a8ßA), modulo 5,

Joo = 15 (Sj + 2a4 AS3, + 3a8 A2 S3 + 4a4 A4 S3 + 4a12 S3

WlIXIAMSBTJRG,   VIRGINIA,

February 5, 1920.


